Run rabbit Run

A circus, dance and theatre production
touring from February 2022

“super physical theatre that sends you home with a
warm feeling inside” Seeing Dance about THE BAND
Run rabbit Run brings together physical theatre, stunning visuals and
contemporary circus to explore family secrets through dark humour and
quirky characterisation. Expect bodies to fly, bend, flip and contort, climb,
balance and groove as a mystery unfolds during a family meal.
Following her “beautifully judged and heart-warming” production of THE
BAND (Seeing Dance), Eleni Edipidi’s Levantes Dance Theatre has been
back to the studio to research a new production with a cast of six
multi-disciplinary performers. Run rabbit Run has been made possible
thanks to the Jerwood Circus Residency and has been supported by
Jerwood Arts, the National Centre for Circus Arts and Harrogate Theatre.
Set in a dining room we meet an everyday family as they settle down for
dinner. As the show evolves and family secrets are revealed, the audience
is invited to sneak-a-peek ‘behind closed doors’ where the characters’
perceived ‘normality’ shatters under the tensions which familiar rituals
conceal.
The subject matter for Run rabbit Run is fertile ground for Eleni Edipidi’s
spot-on observational humour and razor sharp characterisation. With a
cast diverse in age and body shape, she explores family relationships in
ways which audiences can relate and respond to. Mesmerising aerial
choreography incorporates unusual bespoke aerial apparatus and
counterweight flying. The cinematic soundscape of Manchester's finest
folk-hop band Honeyfeet ranges from atmospheric ambient sounds to
instrumental sing-alongs. Stunning costumes by Abby Grewcock
incorporate the beautifully distinctive and witty aesthetics we have come
to expect from Levantes. A local older cast performs alongside the
professionals. The production is a welcome addition to UK contemporary
circus from an authentic new artistic voice on the circuit.

“Theatrical close-up magic … the perfect balancing
act between story and circus skill”
British Theatre Guide

“Stunning movement and aerial acrobatics”
Everything Theatre

BOOKING DETAILS
Touring

from February 2022

Performers on stage

6

Number on the road

8

Get in

Day before get in

Performing Area

minimum 8m x 8 deep covered in black
dance floor
Height clearance 6m

Minimum technical requirements

Professional quality lighting rig; good quality
sound system; black backdrop; two load
bearing points for aerial hoop.

Technical staff required by promoter:

two

Running time:

60 minutes

England touring costs (per performance):

£2000 inclusive of travel and accommodation
and community cast engagement.

Video trailer of research:

https://vimeo.com/563382934/51660d134a

Engagement

Levantes Dance Theatre will be working with
a community cast of over 60's female
identified performers local to the venue, min
2/ max 6. The cast will perform a 4 minute
dance on stage with the Company on the
night. Following a 2 hour online meeting a
week prior to the show, one of the LDT team
will prep the community cast on the day with
a 2 hr movement workshop. No previous
dance or theatre experience required, just a
willingness to have fun and work collectively
as a group.
Dance and circus workshops available from
£200

Contact

Sarah Trist @
Sarah Trist Dance Management Agency
+44 7757 654790 sarah@stdma.com
www.stdma.com
www.levantesdancetheatre.org

